TRAINING CALENDAR - May ~ July 2021
DATE & TIME
&
REGISTRATION LINK
*REGISTRATION
INFORMATION*
Each training has its own
registration link

Tuesday
May 4
10:00 – 12:30
In partnership with VSC
Kevin Fox
LGBTQ+ Victim Advocate and
Crisis Counselor at Victim
Service Center of Orlando

Click here to register
Registration Link

Wednesday
May 12
10:00 – 12:30
In partnership with
Lori Fiorino
Osceola County Sheriff’s Office
Internet Crimes Against
Children Unit
Central FL ICAC Task Force

Click here to register
Registration Link

Thursday
May 20
10:00 – 12:30

VIRTUAL PRESENTATIONS VIA MICROSOFT TEAMS

Once you register you will get an email confirmation with the training link

SEXUAL ASSAULT AND THE LGBTQ+ COMMUNITY
The learning objectives for the presentation include:
• What is sexual assault?
• What is consent?
• Sex, gender & orientation
• LGBTQ+ identities
• Transgender spectrum & use of gender pronouns
• Sexual assault in the LGBTQ+ community
• Barriers in LGBTQ+ community
• Working with LGBTQ+ survivors of sexual assault & resources
Zebra Coalition and VSC came together to more effectively reach and help greater numbers of LGBTQ+ individuals in Central Florida to
recover and regain control of their lives after surviving sexual assault.
The goal of this project is to identify Lesbian, Gay, Transgender, Bisexual and Queer (LGBTQ+) victims of sexual violence in Central Florida
and provide them with appropriate crisis support or rape crisis services

CHILD PREDATORS & PEDOPHILES & A WHOLE LOT MORE
The learning objectives for the presentation include:
• Understand the terminology associated with child exploitation
• Explore the psychological and behavioral signs of child exploitation
• Differentiate between child pornography and child erotica
• Discuss how electronics are used to exploit children
• Learn the different types of pedophiles
• Know where child predators look for children
• Review taboos and shame associated with the child predator
• Case Reviews

THE NEW SEX ED: ADDRESSING PORNOGRAPHY & CONSENT IS BEST SERVED WITH F.R.I.E.S.
THE NEW SEX ED: ADDRESSING PORNOGRAPHY
We know that porn is not realistic. But our teens have grown up in the digital age, and if they are curious
about something they look for answers on the internet. Pornography is a poor substitute for medically
accurate, inclusive sex education. Join us for this critical conversation on the impact pornography has on
youth and tips and resources on how to be an “askable” adult.

In partnership with
Kathryn Ross
Outreach Coordinator &
Community Liaison
Planned Parenthood &

By the end of this training participants will be able to:
• Define pornography
• Reflect on their own values around porn
• Learn signs of when to start the conversation around porn
• Learn tips on how to start the conversation with young people in their lives

Paola Ferst, MS, CHES
Peer Education Program
Manager
Planned Parenthood

Click here to register
Registration Link

Tuesday
June 8
10:00 – 12:30
In partnership with
Kelsey Visser
Peace and Justice Institute
Community Resilience Program
Manager
Valencia College

Click here to register
Registration Link

Tuesday
June 15
10:00 – 12:00

Click here to register
Registration Link

Tuesday
June 22
10:00 – 12:30

CONSENT IS BEST SERVED WITH F.R.I.E.S.
Obtaining consent is the first step towards safe and positive sex, but many young adults are still struggling to
fully comprehend what it means to give and receive the green light.
This training will provide an explanation of different components of consent through the F.R.I.E.S acronym.
Freely Given * Reversible * Informed * Enthusiastic * Specific
This training will also include:
• interactive activity on various consent circumstances
• group brainstorm on what consent looks like in family
• friendships and romantic relationships
Learn how to engage with youth on this very important topic!

Adverse Childhood Experiences
WHY ACEs MATTER
This presentation ~ created by Creating A Resilient Community Network ~ will cover the following:
● Define Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs)
● Understand the impact of Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs), trauma, and toxic stress on health,
behavior, learning, the economy, and our community
● Share protective factors that help to prevent ACEs
● Explain strategies to heal trauma and build resilience
● Define what it means to be trauma informed and the various stages of development on that journey
● Offer avenues for individuals to engage in broader community resilience initiatives

BUILDING ON THE STRENGTHS OF ALL YOUNG PEOPLE ~ DR. KENNETH GINSBURG
(previously recorded presentation)

This workshop will introduce the essentials of cultivating strengths based, trauma sensitive, resilience building
interactions with young people and will emphasize the critical role teachers (and professionals) always play in
young people’s lives – particularly in times of uncertainty.
Participants will be able to hear the wisdom of Dr. Ginsburg and have discussion throughout the training.
Dr. Ginsburg practices Adolescent Medicine at The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia and is a Professor of Pediatrics at the University of
Pennsylvania School of Medicine.
He directs Health Services at Covenant House Pennsylvania, where he serves Philadelphia's youth enduring homelessness, and is also
Founding Director of The Center for Parent and Teen Communication.

BOYS DOCUMENTARY ~ Screening & Discussion
Sex trafficking is a worldwide epidemic, a tragedy that affects women, men, and children.
Men and boys throughout the United States fall victim to modern-day slavery and are forced to sell their
bodies for sex. While the movement of sex trafficking has brought significant awareness to female victims of
trafficking, males have been starkly overlooked.
Boys Documentary seeks to do just that - bring validity to the truth that males are victims of sex trafficking
here in the United States.
In January 2014, Chris & Anna Smith joined forces with Kartal Peel to travel across the United States to film
BOYS Documentary. Over several years this passion team conducted interviews with survivors, service care
providers, and law enforcement in New York, North Carolina, Atlanta, Colorado, Washington DC, Illinois,
Philadelphia, and Wisconsin.

Click here to register
Registration Link

Through their interviews, Chris, Anna, and Kartal gained an understanding of what male sex trafficking looks
like within the United States. In search of an answer to the enormous problem, they found the rebounding
voices of the men who identify as ones with lived experience as the most poppable testimony to healing and
reliance. Here in Boys Documentary, they hold space for their stories to be seen, heard, and known.
Boys Documentary tells the narrative of male sex trafficking through the voices of four brave men and a
collection of allies who stand with them in solidarity.
BOYS Documentary is a clear statement that absolutely boys and men are sex trafficked and our humanities
response to be the antidote to this crime by standing with survivors.
Participants will participate in viewing the documentary and have discussion throughout the film.
This training counts for Human Trafficking quarterly trainings for Case Managers and DCF Investigators

Tuesday
July 6
10:00 – 12:30

Click here to register
Registration Link

BIAS ~ Screening &Discussion
"Bias" challenges us to confront our hidden biases and understand what we risk when we follow our gut.
Through exposing her own biases, award-winning documentary filmmaker Robin Hauser highlights the nature
of implicit bias, the grip it holds on our social and professional lives, and what it will take to induce change.
The toxic effects of bias make headlines every day: sexual harassment, racial profiling, the pay gap. As humans,
we are biased. Yet few of us are willing to admit it. We confidently make snap judgments, but we are
shockingly unaware of the impact our assumptions have on those around us. The documentary feature "bias"
follows filmmaker Robin Hauser on a journey to uncover her hidden biases and explore how unconscious bias
defines relationships, workplaces, our justice system, and technology. "Bias" contemplates the most pressing
question: can we de-bias our brains?
Participants will participate in viewing the documentary and have discussion throughout the film.

Tuesday
July 20
10:00 – 12:30
Click here to register
Registration Link

Tuesday
July 27
10:00 – 12:30
Click here to register
Registration Link
Once you register here, you will be
sent a link - closer to the event - to
register on the Darkness to Light
website as well.
You will get a virtual workbook and
personal prevention plan.

PARENTAL ALIENATION SYNDROME ~ WHAT IS IT, AND WHO DOES IT?
Parental alienation syndrome occurs when one parent attempts to turn the couple's children against the other
parent. In this training, discover what kind of parent lies to turn their kids against the other parent?
This training will also include:
• The Definition of Parental Alienation Syndrome
•
4 categories of Brainwashing
• The stages of Stages of Parental Alienation Syndrome
• The types of Alienators
• The Risk Factors in Parental Alienation Syndrome
• Step – Parents and Parental Alienation Syndrome
The Do’s & Don’ts about Parental Alienation Syndrome

DARKNESS TO LIGHT ~ STEWARDS OF CHILDREN
Stewards of Children is a prevention training program that teaches adults how to prevent, recognize, and react
responsibly to child sexual abuse. The program is designed for organizations that serve youth and for
individuals concerned about the safety of children. It is the only nationally distributed, evidence-based
program proven to increase knowledge, improve attitudes, and change child protective behaviors.
*A two-part DVD presentation with commentary from sexual abuse survivors, experts in the field and
concerned adults. *
Facilitator-led discussion emphasizes important issues in prevention within the community and organizations
that serve children. An interactive workbook facilitates discussion, reinforces key concepts, and serves as a
resource and personal action plan for resolving child sexual abuse.
Learn 5 steps to PREVENT childhood sexual abuse

If you wish to schedule a training or presentation specifically for your organization, feel free to contact
ann.pimentel@orlandohealth

Please note that an evaluation link and certificate of attendance will be provided upon completion of each training.

Last Update: 4/21/2021
Ann.pimentel@orlandohealth.com

